Malicious and vulnerable software has become one of the most important battlegrounds in computer security. To combat these critical security issues, more accurate code analysis techniques are needed to defeat malware and detect vulnerabilities. In this talk, I will present my unique approach that combines static/dynamic program analysis with other techniques, including deep learning, model checking, and virtual machine introspection (VMI), to perform semantic-aware code analysis in mobile, PC software, and blockchain domains, and further solve real-world security issues. First, I will present a novel technique named DeepBinDiff, an unsupervised deep neural network-based program-wide code representation learning technique for binary diffing. Second, Android packers, as a set of code transformation techniques, have rendered existing malware detection techniques obsolete. I will talk about DroidUnpack, which is a VMI-based Android packing analysis framework, to perform the first large-scale systematic study on Android packing techniques, and report some surprising findings. Third, I will present VetSC, an automated tool that can perform safety vetting for smart contracts in decentralized applications by recovering code semantics using NLP and model checking techniques.
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